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THE CYBERNETIC SEA: AUSTRALIA’S
APPROACH TO THE WAVE OF
CYBERCRIME
DANE BRYCE WEBER ∗
In today’s age of ubiquitous internet access, cybercrime can be incredibly
severe. This paper highlights the severity of cybercrime and critically
examines Australia’s response and history of cybercrime legislation.
Through a study of Europe’s approach compared to Australia’s, the paper
makes recommendations for improving Australia’s response. The paper
also addresses the future of Australian cybercrime law and how it can best
be implemented with reference to European approaches and privacy
concerns.

I

INTRODUCTION

The internet has grown significantly since its inception in late 1969 as an
implementation of packet-switching theory. 1 In 1991, the World Wide Web and
HTML web pages were introduced and provided an easy to use graphical
interface for the internet (though prior to 1991, ARPANet was widely used and,
before that, the ITU X.25 packet-switching system was used for private and
commercial purposes). 2 When considering the internet, it is worth noting this
distinction: the World Wide Web merely exists on the internet. The analogy of
the esplanade is fitting: the World Wide Web is a store using the street that is the
internet. 3 Apart from the World Wide Web, various services exist on the internet,
such as multitudinous peer-to-peer (P2P) protocols and even simple email. 4
The internet has gone from being an early networking research project to what it
is today - a global environment for instantaneous communication. It has become
ubiquitous in modern life, from high-level government institutions to our pockets.
Facebook alone has nearly one billion members sharing their personal information
worldwide. 5 With this unprecedented access to the globe, it has been possible to
share information like never before.
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With such ubiquitous access, the internet has facilitated crimes with
unprecedented efficiency and has spawned entirely new crimes. For example, in
2007, the Estonian Government moved a Soviet-era World War Two memorial,
sparking protests in the nation’s capital, Tallinn, and in the Estonian embassy in
Moscow. Soon after, Estonian government websites were hit by distributed denial
of service attacks (‘DDoS’). The attacks took the websites offline by flooding the
web servers with enough requests to overwhelm the nation’s electronic
infrastructure. This is the first time an entire nation’s digital infrastructure has
been taken offline, and one of the first times a government has directly fought
back to protect the nation’s security. 6
In relation to infrastructure, in 2010, the ‘Stuxnet’ virus was discovered. It
largely targeted Iranian nuclear enrichment facilities by sabotaging important
equipment. It is the first known computer virus specifically designed to attack
and shut down real world infrastructure, although it was possibly not transmitted
electronically via a network, but physically through infected hardware such as a
USB stick. 7
In addition to sabotage by and against states, in December 2010, the online
‘hacktivist’ collective Anonymous initiated DDoS attacks against Visa and
MasterCard. The attacks were designed to disrupt financial services by bringing
down their websites in protest in support of whistleblowing website Wikileaks. 8
Espionage has also been cybercrime – in October 2012, newspaper The New York
Times ran an investigative article on Chinese Prime Minister Wen Jiabao. From
October 2012 to January 2013, the newspaper was subject to relentless hacking
attempts, allegedly from Chinese hackers, which culminated in every corporate
password for every employee being stolen. 9
Although these are extreme examples of cybercrime, they show the potency of
networking in the modern world. This potency allows traditional crimes to be
committed in an entirely new environment and facilitates traditional crimes, much
like the way the postal service facilitates illegal trafficking of drugs or roads
facilitate traffic offences. It is helpful to remember the esplanade allusion:
cybercrime may target both the stores and the esplanade itself, and as with
physical crime, all-out assaults on infrastructure would be cyber-warfare.
Cybercrime law then often overlaps greatly with telecommunications law.
The Australian Crime Commission provides some examples of traditional crimes
becoming cybercrime, such as money laundering through online payment systems
such as PayPal, child sex offences through child pornography websites, theft
through identity crime such as stealing online bank account details or details from
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other websites, stalking, harassment and bullying through online messaging, and
malicious damage through DDoS attacks and viruses. 10
Security software company Symantec Corporation estimates that, in 2010,
cybercrime cost 4.5 million Australians $4.6 billion in direct losses and the costs
incurred by investigating and resolving crime. This is higher than the combined
costs of burglary and assault. 11 The global estimate for losses due to cybercrime
in 2010 was up to US$388 billion, and cyber-attacks on Australian business
appear to be becoming more targeted and coordinated. 12
Cybercrime has become an important issue due to the extremity of loss from it,
efficiency of committing it, wealth of personal information available, and easy
access to the internet. The younger generations view the internet and the real
world as seamlessly integrated, with an estimated 10 billion devices connected to
the internet as of 2013. 13 The issue of cybercrime will only grow in importance in
Australia as the National Broadband Network is built, increasing internet access
for all people across the nation. It is essential that Australia develops an effective
response to cybercrime.
The Australian Government has recognised
cybersecurity as an integral component of Australia’s national security strategy. 14
Recently, the Australian Government unveiled the Cyber Security Operations
Centre 15 and released the Cyber Crime & Security Survey Report 2012 16 to better
understand how cybercrime is affecting Australian business.
This paper aims to highlight the scope of cybercrime and address the effectiveness
of Australia’s legal response. European anti-cybercrime initiatives will be
examined before contrasting Australian cybercrime law. The paper will show that
Australia’s response mostly follows that of Europe, and would be improved by
further following European initiatives – though with reservations regarding
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privacy. It will offer recommendations to address the few key areas of computer
fraud, data retention and international cooperation. 17
II

WHAT IS CYBERCRIME?

Criminals have always taken advantage of new technology to commit crimes.
Computers will always be vulnerable to people intent on exploiting the
vulnerabilities: unless encryption keys are kept completely safe, even a computer
in a locked vault cannot be guaranteed to be secure if it has networking
capabilities. Although software, such as antiviruses and firewalls, can provide
some protection against the vulnerabilities, education is also necessary to help
people avoid situations which may compromise their online security. For this
reason, the Commonwealth Department of Communications is implementing a
comprehensive cyber-safety plan to educate Australians, young and old, on
internet safety. 18
Due to the pace computer technology improves, the law has to be frequently
revised to address unforeseen developments. The Australian Crime Commission
has identified three weaknesses that have led to the development of cybercrime:
vulnerabilities in technology, inadequacy of legislation, and a lack of public
awareness. 19
Some of these weaknesses are addressed by CERT Australia 20 and AusCERT,21
one of the world’s oldest computer emergency response teams. They provide
information and work with the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation
(‘ASIO’), Australian Federal Police and Australian Signals Directorate. If
security software and the Australian Government’s education policy are effective,
the last bastion of deterrent and remedy against cybercrime is the law.
But what is cybercrime? Cybercrime can be classified into two categories:
traditional crimes and new crimes exclusive to computers and the internet. Any
traditional crime that uses communication over the internet can be considered
cybercrime, such as using social networking sites, like Facebook, to harass or
stalk, or committing fraud through scam emails. Traditional crime can also be
committed in entirely new ways, such as fraud and money laundering through
online banking and other payment services, like PayPal.
‘Phishing’ is another form of computer fraud. 22 Phishing involves sending emails
claiming to be from, for example, a person’s online banking or PayPal account,
informing the user that something is ‘wrong’ with their account and they should
rectify it. These seemingly genuine emails contain links to fake websites that steal
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personal details. Although existing laws can arguably extend, by analogy, to
these new ways of committing traditional crimes, for true technological neutrality
and applicability of the law, the existing laws require amendment to address the
rapid change in technology and its usage.
There are also the new crimes that can be exclusively called cybercrime.
Examples include DDoS attacks, computer viruses and data theft. Again,
although these may be covered under law relating to analogous crimes, such as
theft and property damage, legislation must address the new crimes specifically.
An important example of a traditional crime facilitated by the internet is identity
theft. In the online world, it has exploded in comparison to what it once was.
Although identity theft has been perpetrated for centuries, 23 the advent of social
media, online shopping and online banking makes online privacy and identity
theft a serious cybercrime threat in the online world. 24 It appears to be the fastest
growing crime in the US.25 Nowadays, identity theft can be easily committed and
can wreak financial and personal ruin.
III

THE EUROPEAN APPROACH

In considering whether Australian law effectively addresses cybercrime, it is
desirable to compare it with another technologically sophisticated fora, such as
Europe. The Council of Europe has drawn up the first international treaty
specifically designed to address computer and internet crimes and to provide an
international framework for cooperation between countries.
This is the
Convention on Cybercrime. 26 Although the Convention was drafted by the
Council of Europe, non-member states have signed it. The Convention is already
in force in the United States of America, Japan, the Dominican Republic and
Australia. 27
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The principal Australian legislation on cybercrime - the Cybercrime Act 2001
(Cth) (‘Cybercrime Act’) – is referrable to the Convention. The draft Convention
was taken into account when the original Cybercrime Act was prepared and, as
part of its accession to the Convention, Australia amended the Cybercrime Act to
further consistency with the Convention (as discussed below). Accordingly,
Australian law is readily comparable to the Convention.
A Law
The defining feature of the Convention on Cybercrime is that, as an international
treaty, it aims to achieve harmonisation in the domestic law of each party and
foster international cooperation.
The Convention (ch II s 1) requires all parties to it to enact legislation
criminalising certain computer offences. These are illegal access and interception,
data and system interference, misuse of devices, computer related forgery and
fraud, offences related to child pornography, copyright infringement, and
attempting, aiding or abetting. 28
B Procedure
The Convention (ch II s 2) requires all parties to it to enact legislation adopting
certain procedures. These relate to adequate protection for human rights, storage,
disclosure and production of computer and internet traffic data, search and seizure
of computer data, collecting internet traffic in real-time, and interception of
content data. 29
The Convention (ch III) specifically deals with international cooperation. It
provides general principles for international cooperation and measures on
extradition, mutual assistance, spontaneous information, mutual assistance
without international agreement, confidentiality, storage, disclosure, mutual
assistance and trans-border access for computer and internet traffic data, mutual
assistance for real-time collection and interception of internet traffic data, and the
provision of a 24/7 network. 30
C Implementation
As data moves constantly through the internet near-instantaneously, information
necessary to investigators can be difficult to track. Articles 16 and 17 of the
Convention require enactment of laws for retention of computer and traffic data.
The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union has provided
some harmonised law on data retention for Europe – a 2006 directive on data
retention (the ‘Directive’). 31
28
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Subject to human rights law, the Directive calls for all ‘meta data’ 32 relating to
communications to be preserved for no less than six 6 months and no more than
24 months. This data is to be protected and secured from unlawful destruction,
disclosure, storage, processing or accessing, and from accidental loss or alteration.
The subject of meta data is controversial: what delineates meta data from content
data? The Directive applies to details on senders and recipients - as an example,
does a subject line in an email cross from being meta data to content data? 33
The Directive has been the subject of great criticism. Numerous human rights
groups have protested against it, including the Electronic Frontier Foundation34
and European Digital Rights, 35 an organisation comprising 32 privacy and civil
rights organisations. Member countries have also protested against the Directive.
Sweden has argued that the Directive is unnecessary, 36 and has ultimately been
ordered to pay penalties of €3 million for noncompliance. 37 Ireland has
challenged the Directive and lost. 38 The Constitutional Courts of Germany, 39
Romania 40 and the Czech Republic 41 have annulled legislation transposing the
Directive into their national laws. On 9 July 2013, the European Court of Justice
held a hearing asking for proof of the necessity and efficiency of the Directive. 42
IV

THE AUSTRALIAN APPROACH – LAW

Much like the postal rule’s application to email, the common law can apply
existing law on offences to online offences by analogy. However, most
cybercrime law in Australia is purely legislative. In Queensland, there are only
two offences in the Criminal Code 43 that deal with the internet and computers: s
218A, using internet, etc to procure children under 16, and s 408E, computer
hacking and misuse. As cybercrime is borderless, it is the Commonwealth that
has enacted Australia’s legislative regime to deal with it. The principle statute is
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the Cybercrime Act as it has been amended from time to time (as discussed
below).
A Original Commonwealth regime
Prior to the Cybercrime Act, the Commonwealth provisions on computer crime
were in Crimes Act 1914 (Cth) (‘Crimes Act’) (pt VIA). The Crimes Act
provisions were based on the 1988 Gibbs Report 44 and were not substantially
amended until the 2001 Cybercrime Act. 45 The Cybercrime Act amended six
pieces of legislation, including the Crimes Act and Commonwealth Criminal Code
(‘the Code’). 46
The Cybercrime Act introduced computer offences. The offences were based on a
report on computer offences released by the Model Criminal Code Officers
Committee. 47 The report contained a model cybercrime bill, which was based on
the United Kingdom’s Computer Misuse Act 1990 (UK). At the time of the UK
legislation the Council of Europe had begun to draft the Convention on
Cybercrime, so the UK legislation and Australian model cybercrime bill took the
draft Convention into consideration. 48
The Cybercrime Act took an ‘interlocking regime’ approach. That is, it added
definitions relating to digital data to extend existing offences for traditional crimes
to also apply when the crimes were committed over the internet. This followed
the approach taken in the Computer Misuse Act 1990 (UK). 49
The Cybercrime Act provided a definition of ‘data’ for the purposes of the Code,
Crimes Act and Customs Act 1901 (Cth), to accommodate digital data, including
its access. It also inserted s 476.1 into the Code, which provided definitions of
‘electronic communication’ and ‘telecommunications services’. These were later
amended by the Crimes Legislation Amendment (Telecommunications Offences
and Other Measures) Act (No 2) 2004 (Cth). The amendment replaced
‘telecommunications services’ with ‘carriage service’ as defined in the
Telecommunications Act 1997 (Cth) as ‘a service for carrying communications by
means of guided and/or unguided electromagnetic energy’.
With these definitions, there was an interlocking regime to cover traditional
crimes committed over the internet. Using a ‘carriage service’ included using the
internet, and any offence which involved a carriage service would also include
anything done on the internet.
B Recent developments
44
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Attorney’s-General, January 2001).
Ibid 89.
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On 22 August 2012, then Commonwealth Attorney-General, Nicola Roxon,
announced that legislation was to be introduced to allow Australia to accede to
and implement the Convention on Cybercrime. 50 The legislation to be introduced
was the Cybercrime Legislation Amendment Bill 2011 (Cth).51 This is now the
Cybercrime Legislation Amendment Act 2012 (Cth) (‘Cybercrime Amendment
Act’), and with Australia’s accession to the Convention on Cybercrime, all
provisions of the Cybercrime Amendment Act have come into force. 52
The Cybercrime Amendment Act amends four pieces of legislation. The
Telecommunications
Act
1997
(Cth)
(‘Telecommunications
Act’),
Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979 (Cth) (‘Interception
Act’), Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Act 1987 (Cth) (‘Mutual Assistance
Act’) and Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth) are amended by schs 1 to 5 of the
Cybercrime Amendment Act. The amendments relate to the preservation regime
for stored communications, mutual assistance, computer offence amendment,
telecommunications data confidentiality and other miscellaneous amendments.
C Current cybercrime offences
The Cybercrime Amendment Act introduced specific computer offences into the
Code and amended other legislation to accommodate digital data.
The Cybercrime Amendment Act repealed Crimes Act pt VIA which previously
dealt with computer offences, and replaced it with a new Code pt 10.7 entitled
‘computer offences’. It also amended any legislation that referred to Crimes Act
pt VIA to instead reference Code pt 10.7. Code pt 10.7 includes divs 476, 477
and 478: preliminary, serious computer offences and other computer offences.
The offences under Code pt 10.7 include unauthorised access, modification or
impairment with intent to commit a serious offence, 53 unauthorised modification
of data to cause impairment, 54 unauthorised impairment of electronic
communications, 55 unauthorised access to or modification of restricted data, 56
unauthorised impairment of data held on a computer disk or otherwise, 57
possession or control of data with intent to commit a computer offence, 58 and
producing, supplying or obtaining data with intent to commit a computer
offence. 59
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Law and Bills Digest Section (Cth), Bills Digest, No 31 of 2011, 18 August 2011.
Attorney-General’s Department (Cth), ‘Australia Signs on to International Cybercrime Treaty’
(Media Release, 4 March 2013.
Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth) sch s 477.1.
Ibid s 477.2.
Ibid s 477.3.
Ibid s 478.1.
Ibid s 478.2.
Ibid s 478.3.
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The Cybercrimes Amendment Act similarly repealed Crimes Act pt VIIB, and
replaced it (and all references to it) with a new Code pt 10.6. Code pt 10.6 (div
474) offences involve dishonesty with respect to carriage services, and
interference with, and offences related to the use of, telecommunications. The
offences under pt 10.6 relate to interception devices, 60 wrongful delivery of
communications, 61 interfering with telecommunications device or account
identifiers, 62 using a telecommunications network with intention to commit a
serious offence, 63 threats 64 and hoax threats, 65 menacing, harassing or causing
offence, 66 child pornography and child abuse material, 67 and procuring or
grooming a child under 16 years of age. 68
The Cybercrime Amendment Act also introduced ancillary offences. Although
these do not create new computer offences, they protect the preservation and use
of stored communications. These stored communications are subject to
confidentiality. Under new ss 181A and 181B of the Interception Act,
unauthorised use or disclosure of stored communications is an offence subject to
two years’ imprisonment. It is prudent to point out that ‘stored communications’
only relate to the communications that pass through the networks of carriage
service providers, and it is only those communications which attract
confidentiality. Any information collected by other entities, such as Facebook or
Google, are not subject to confidentiality.
V

THE AUSTRALIAN APPROACH – PROCEDURE

The Commonwealth cybercrime regime as originally introduced was an
interlocking regime because, as described above, it added definitions to extend
existing offences for traditional crimes to also apply when the crimes were
committed over the internet. Another reason the Cybercrime Act was an
interlocking regime was because of limits on Commonwealth constitutional
power.
As Commonwealth legislation, the Cybercrime Act had to be constitutionally
supported. For when a Commonwealth computer was not involved, the power
relied upon was s 51(v) of the Constitution – ‘postal, telegraphic, telephonic, and
other like services’. The High Court in Jones v Commonwealth 69 had interpreted
s 51(v) to include other forms of mass-communication, such as television and
radio. The Cybercrimes Act relied on analogy to this High Court precedent to
extend the s 51(v) head of power to the internet. 70 If the relevant activity was did
not take place on a Commonwealth computer or a telecommunications network,
then unless it was covered under another head of Commonwealth power, the
60
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Ibid ss 474.7-474.12.
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Ibid ss 474.26-474.29.s
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Cybercrime Act did not apply. 71 Accordingly, the Cybercrime Act was devised to
complement state law.
As an example of this interlocking regime, then Senator Chris Ellison explained
that the Commonwealth regime would act against those taking photos and
transmitting child pornography. If photos were taken with no transmission, the
Commonwealth regime would not apply. However, state law would apply to the
photos themselves. 72 This was recognised by the ‘saving’ provisions under Code
ss 475.1(1) and 476.4(1). Under these sections, Commonwealth computer
offences did not exclude or limit the operation of any other Commonwealth, state
or territory law. This addressed any gaps in Commonwealth law by providing for
the possibility of existing Commonwealth, state or territory criminal law to apply
to cybercrime. 73 The only problem would arise if state or territory law did not
cover the offences.
This possible gap in coverage has now been closed by the Cybercrime
Amendment Act. As the Cybercrime Amendment Act implements an international
treaty, the constitutionality of cybercrime offences will not need to rely on the
offences being connected with a Commonwealth computer or entity or occurring
over a carriage service. The head of power will shift from s 51(v) to the s
51(xxix) external affairs power. 74
Consequently, Cybercrime Amendment Act sch 3 completely removes from Code
divs 476, 477 and 478 any mention of offences being in connection with a
Commonwealth computer or over a carriage service. The Commonwealth now
has full jurisdiction over cybercrime offences committed in Australia without
needing to support itself in reference to the telecommunications power. However,
state legislation means offenders can be prosecuted in state courts under state law
instead of relying on Federal courts.
This paper now discusses a number of detailed procedural points concerning the
Commonwealth cybercrime regime.
A Evidentiary issues
Digital data, being as incorporeal and infinitely reproducible as it is, requires
different procedures to obtain as evidence: it can be copied without actually
removing it from a premises. The Cybercrime Act amended the Crimes Act by
amending s 3L and inserting ss 3LA–3LB to address the nature of digital data.
Sections 3L, 3LA and 3LB provide for obtaining a warrant to operate electronic
equipment at a premises and to copy data or seize equipment, notice to occupiers
of premises that this is happening, the destruction of data once unnecessary, and
the requisition of expert assistance. These provisions have been judicially
considered.
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Copying data
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Ibid; The Age, 28 July 2004, 4.
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In Kennedy v Baker, 75 the copying of ‘data’ under Crimes Act s 3L(1A) was
interpreted to allow copying of an entire computer hard drive. When considering
the construction of s 3L(1A), Branson J considered the intention of the
Cybercrime Act in amending the Crimes Act. ‘Data’ was taken to be a singular
collective noun in this context, as details about the computer’s operating system,
meta data about files, and programs required to open files would be crucial. To
not allow the copying of an entire hard drive would go against all good forensic
techniques and only serve to diminish the powers of police to collect electronic
evidence, contrary to the Cybercrime Act’s purposes. 76
2

Seizure of data

In Australian Securities and Investments Commission v Rich, 77 ‘seizure’ of data
was discussed. As the facts occurred before the Cybercrime Act’s amendments to
the Crimes Act, the case references the now repealed ss 3L(2)(c) and 3F(5) of the
Crimes Act. ‘Seizure’ was considered in three parts: seizure of electronic
equipment, seizure of data when put in documentary form and seizure of data
itself.
The first two definitions were considered to be settled, as these are physical
objects that can literally be seized. Warrants authorised what would otherwise be
considered trespass to goods. 78 However, seizure of data itself was a novel
concept: to copy such data would be copyright infringement or breach of
confidence, not trespass to goods. Given the Crimes Act authorised seizure of
data, and in the absence of binding authority, the same rationale was applied: if
warrants to seize property protect from trespass to goods, then warrants to seize
data must protect from copyright infringement. As copyright infringement
involves reproduction, seizure of data is effected when it is copied to a device
(such as a CD) and is then removed, the copy taken into police custody. 79
3

Synthesis of copying and seizure

Different Solutions Pty Ltd v Commissioner, Australian Federal Police (No 2)80
brought the two previous cases together and solidified case law on data seizure. A
distinction was drawn between ‘copying’ and ‘imaging’ a hard drive. Whereas
‘copying’ involves copying individual files and contents, ‘imaging’ a hard drive
involves copying absolutely all data, in effect replicating an identical hard drive.
This amounts to forensic copying 81 which makes sorting through data practical. It
is consistent with the decision in Kennedy v Baker 82 that ‘data’ is a singular
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collective noun. 83 Therefore, if evidentiary material can be found in a medium
that contains other data, the medium itself could be seized - in this case, the
imaged hard drive.
Despite these cases, however, the nature of technology may raise enough
reasonable doubt to prevent prosecution of offences. Take for example if
someone committed a crime on their home network with a ‘burner’ computer that
was destroyed after the offence was committed. If their wireless network was
unsecured, despite obtaining evidence that the offence was committed through
that network, reasonable doubt could be raised as anyone could have accessed the
wireless network. Short of a confession, it is incredibly hard evidentially to
prosecute cybercrime, which explains the low number of cybercrime prosecutions
in Australia. 84
B Data retention
To properly implement the aims of the Convention on Cybercrime, the
Cybercrime Amendment Act introduced in sch 1 a ‘preservation regime for stored
communications’. This amends the Telecommunications Act and Interception Act.
‘Stored communications’ refers to information about communications. 85 This can
include subscriber information, telephone numbers and the date and time of a
communication, among other information. 86 Unlike the European Directive,
current Australian law does not provide for the retention of content data, such as
phone conversations or email contents.
The main amendments made by the Cybercrime Amendment Act are
Interception Act. The amendments reference the definitions in s
‘enforcement agency’, such as police forces, and ‘organisation’, meaning
Interception Act s 107G provides a succinct outline of preserving
communications.

to the
5 for
ASIO.
stored

Interception Act s 107H provides for domestic preservation notices, requiring
telecommunications carriers to preserve all stored communications for a period of
time. The two notices that can be given are ‘historic’ and ‘ongoing’ domestic
preservation notices. ‘Historic’ notices are in force for one day and ‘ongoing’
notices are in force for 30 days. The conditions for domestic preservation notices
83
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are contained in s 107J. Sub-sections (1)(b) and (1)(c) are crucial for an
enforcement agency. If the agency is not investigating a serious contravention,
and if there are no reasonable grounds to believe that stored communications
might assist, the notice is mandatorily revoked under s 107L(2)(a). Similarly, for
ASIO, if there are no reasonable grounds to believe that stored communications
might assist in obtaining intelligence relating to security under s 107J(2)(b), the
notice is mandatorily revoked under s 107L(2)(b). In either case, if no warrant is
applied for, the notice will be revoked.
In light of the international context of the Convention on Cybercrime, there are
also provisions in the Interception Act for foreign preservation notices. A foreign
preservation notice can be given under s 107P(2) by the Australian Federal Police.
A foreign preservation notice, like an historic domestic preservation notice, is in
force for a single day.
C Mutual assistance
Interception Act s 107P(1) allows a foreign country to request the Australian
Attorney-General arrange for access to stored communications relating to a
criminal matter involving a serious foreign contravention. The foreign country
can then request the Australian Federal Police to arrange for the foreign
preservation for the stored communications. A request under s 107P(1) is made
under Mutual Assistance Act s 15B (which was introduced by the Cybercrime
Amendment Act sch 2).
Cybercrime Amendment Act sch 2 also introduced Mutual Assistance Act s 15D.
It allows the Australian Attorney-General to assist foreign countries in their
requests for telecommunications data in relation to a serious offence.
Cybercrime Amendment Act sch 2 further introduced Interception Act pt 4–1 div
4A, relating to foreign law enforcement and disclosure of information or
documents. First, there is permitted ‘primary disclosure’. Interception Act ss
180A and 180B provide that Telecommunications Act ss 276, 277 and 278 do not
prevent disclosure to an authorised officer of the Australian Federal Police. 87 The
authorised officer can then disclose to a foreign law enforcement agency, if
satisfied it is reasonably necessary for the enforcement of the criminal law in their
country.
Interception Act ss 180C and 180D provide for further ‘secondary disclosure’ to a
foreign law enforcement agency, ASIO, an enforcement agency, the Australian
Federal Police, or any other case if disclosure or use is appropriate in all the
circumstances.
Interception Act s 180E provides conditions for disclosure to foreign countries.
No information or document can be disclosed under ss 180A, 180B or 180C
unless the information will only be used for the purposes for which the foreign
country requested it, that any document containing the information will be
87

Sections 276, 277 and 278 create offences for disclosure of certain information or documents,
and are primary disclosure offences under Telecommunications Act pt 13 div 2. Likewise,
Interception Act ss 180A and 180B are referred to as ‘primary disclosure’.
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destroyed when it is no longer required and, for disclosure under s 180B, on any
other condition the Australian Attorney-General determines in writing.
Finally, Interception Act s 180F provides that privacy is to be considered before
an authorised officer makes an authorisation under the above provisions. Any
interference with privacy that may result must be justifiable. The officer must
have regard to the likely relevance and usefulness of the information or
documents and the reason why the disclosure or use concerned is proposed to be
authorised.
Besides legislative provisions for mutual assistance, the Victorian case of
Director of Public Prosecutions v Sutcliffe 88 has addressed the issue of
jurisdiction and applicability of laws. In that case, the respondent had committed
the offence of stalking under s 21A of the Crimes Act 1958 (Vic). However, the
victim of the stalking was located in Canada. Gillard J found that to limit the
offence to all conduct taking place in Victoria would defeat the purpose of the
legislation. 89 Therefore, s 21A was considered to have implicit extraterritorial
operation. Although the victim in Canada could have complained to her local
authorities, as the offender was amenable to Victorian jurisdiction, he was
subsequently prosecuted in Victoria. It seems that Australian courts will be
willing to prosecute people if their conduct offends Australian law, even if a
victim may have a remedy in their own national courts.
VI

AUSTRALIAN/EUROPEAN UNION COMPARISON

As noted above, because of the operation of the Cybercrime Act and Cybercrime
Amendment Act, Australia’s cybercrime regime is largely similar to the
Convention on Cybercrime. In particular, the Code addresses Convention arts 27, 9 and 11 on substantive law, 90 the Interception Act and Crimes Act address arts
15, 17-19 and 21 on procedural law, 91 and the Extradition Act 1988 (Cth),
Interception Act and Mutual Assistance Act address arts 24, 28-31, 33 and 34 in
relation to international cooperation. 92
A Misuse of devices
Convention art 6 provides for the misuse of data and devices, yet s 478.4 of the
Code only refers to data. This is just a consequence of the definition of ‘data’.
Although s 478.4 criminalises producing, supplying or obtaining data with an
intention to commit an offence against div 477, sub-s (4)(b) provides for a
document in which the data is stored to be included in the offence. Despite
Australian law not using the word ‘device’, any device used to commit a
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computer crime must nonetheless contain data - otherwise, nothing would
happen. 93
B Copyright
Convention art 10 dealing with offences related to infringement of copyright and
related rights is not specifically addressed by Australian cybercrime law. Article
10, however, also provides for parties to the Convention to fulfil their obligations
under relevant copyright treaties. Australia has already done this under the
Copyright 1968 (Cth).
Section 132AC criminalises commercial scale
infringement, but does not make specific mention of infringement being done
through computers. This is saved by ‘articles’ being defined in s 132AA as
including any reproduction or copy of a work or other subject matter in electronic
form.
C Computer fraud
Computer fraud is not merely about modifying data: it is also about deliberately
and dishonestly defrauding people of their money, many of whom genuinely
believe the requests are legitimate and willingly send money. These effects not
only cost money, but often cost relationships and lives. 94 In most cases, such as
scam emails and phishing, there is no data being modified at all.
Surprisingly, Convention art 8 dealing with computer related fraud is not
specifically addressed by the Cybercrime Act. The only targeted offences of
dishonesty and fraud in a digital context are under Code div 135 and s 474.2.
However, div 135 is only in relation to Commonwealth entities and s 474.2 refers
to dishonestly gaining from or causing loss to a carriage service provider.
Thus, computer fraud offences remain subject to the interlocking regime, and rely
entirely on state and territory law. Unfortunately, the law is vastly inadequate in
this regard. Although all states and territories have laws against simple
unauthorised access to or modifying of data, 95 only the Northern Territory, 96
Queensland, 97 Tasmania 98 and Western Australia 99 specifically mention access or
modification to gain a pecuniary benefit. Of those, Tasmania has the only true
law specifically targeting computer related fraud. This is s 257B of its Criminal
Code, ‘computer-related fraud’. 100 Under sub-s (c), anyone who otherwise uses a
computer with intend to defraud is guilty of a crime. This is the only Australian
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law that directly targets computer related fraud in the many cases where victims
believe the offenders are genuine.
This is a problem. Given the borderless nature of cybercrime, it is an oversight to
not have a national approach to computer related fraud. The only saving
Commonwealth grace is Code s 477.1, which makes it an offence to intend to
commit a serious Commonwealth, state or territory offence by causing any
unauthorised access, modification or impairment to data. ‘Serious offence’ is
defined under Code s 473.1 to mean any offence punishable by imprisonment for
five or more years or life. Although this covers non-Commonwealth law against
fraud, it is limited to where access, modification or impairment to data is
involved. It still does not cover the victims of online fraud.
As the basis of the new cybercrime offences are constitutionally supported under
the external affairs power, there is no reason to not specifically address computer
fraud in Commonwealth legislation. Computer fraud is otherwise only covered
under normal laws against fraud or Code s 477.1 that still have an element of
requiring access, modification or impairment to data, and do not cover the victims
of online fraud.
D Procedure
The powers under Crimes Act ss 3L, 3LAA, 3LA and 3LB and the associated case
law are consistent with the Convention on Cybercrime arts 14 and 15, requiring
each party to adopt measures necessary to investigate and prosecute the relevant
crimes. By the Cybercrime Amendment Act, Australia has also complied with
most procedural provisions of the Convention.
E Storage and collection of computer and traffic data
The largest difference between Australian and European law is in the area of data
retention. In Australia, there currently exists no provision for collection of
content data. Information about communications can be collected by the issuing
of a preservation notice under the Interception Act. However, these last either one
day or up to 30 days. Whereas, under Convention art 16, collection or recording
of traffic data is to be allowed for up to a maximum of 90 days.
Convention art 20 dealing with the real-time collection of traffic data is also only
partly transposed. Once a preservation notice is in effect, this data is to be stored
and preserved. This means that data can only be collected once a preservation
notice is in force: there is no provision in Australian law for mandatory data
retention, unlike the European Union’s Directive calling for retention between six
and 24 months.
F Mutual assistance
Although Australian law provides for mutual assistance, this assistance must be
requested. Convention arts 26 and 32 require spontaneous information without
prior request and access to stored computer data with consent without
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authorisation. However, under Interception Act ss 180A to 180F, any foreign
assistance must be authorised by an authorised officer of the Australian Federal
Police or the Australian Attorney-General. In other words, the Australian
provisions for mutual assistance will only have effect when specifically requested.
There is also no specific provision for a 24/7 network as required under
Convention art 35. As any request for mutual assistance must pass through an
authorised officer of the Australian Federal Police or the Australian AttorneyGeneral, this limits the effectiveness of a purpose built 24/7 network. As it
stands, such requests must necessarily pass through the Australian Federal Police
or the Australian Attorney-General’s Department without a dedicated 24/7
network.
VII

CRITICISMS OF IMPLEMENTATION

Given the highly sensitive nature of intercepting communications, privacy
concerns were at the forefront of criticisms levelled against the Cybercrime
Amendment Act when it was introduced as a bill. For example, the specific
implementation of mutual assistance was criticised by the Law Council of
Australia for a lack of rigour in the proposed threshold tests, reporting obligations
and privacy safeguards regarding access and disclosure. 101
The main concern has been the issue of data retention. Concerns about
Australia’s Cybercrime Amendment Act have reflected the concerns about the
European Union’s Directive mandatory data collection and storage. Although it is
indisputable that having access to communications data is invaluable in
investigating and prosecuting cybercrime, it is the impact it will have on privacy
and the security of data that it objected to.
Unlike the European Union’s six to 24 months mandatory data collection and
storage, data retention in Australia lasts for a maximum of 30 days. Under the
Australian legislation, as explained by the Deputy Director of ASIO during the
Joint Select Committee on Cyber-Safety Inquiry into Cybercrime, retention of
data will only start when a preservation notice is ordered, data cannot be accessed
until a warrant is obtained and the preservation can only begin when an intention
to obtain a warrant has been formed. 102
Australia’s approach can be called a ‘quick freeze’ system, where data is retained
only when there is a need to investigate. This system is argued by some in
Germany to be the better option, as data can only be stored after a court order
based on probable cause. 103 Unfortunately for Germany, this was considered to
not transpose the Directive properly, and Germany is facing court action in the
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European Court. 104 Australian police have argued for indefinite data retention.105
Also, although Australia’s approach only permit’s retain of meta data, the
Australian Securities and Investments Commission is looking to also retain
content data. 106
Despite Australia’s currently less invasive approach to data retention, privacy is
still a concern. Although s Interception Act 180F requires authorised officers to
consider privacy, and art 15 of the Convention requires human rights to be taken
into account, this has been argued to be an insufficient safeguard. 107 It was
acknowledged by the Law Council of Australia that the privacy protections
offered by s 180F are a ‘move in the right direction’ compared to those under the
now repealed s 180F(5). 108 However, the Council still expressed concern that the
authorised officer is to only have ‘regard to’ privacy concerns before making a
decision. The Council instead offered the following formulation:
Before making an authorisation, an authorised officer must be satisfied on
reasonable grounds that the likely benefit to the investigation which would result
from the disclosure substantially outweighs the extent to which the disclosure is
likely to interfere with the privacy of any person or persons. 109

The Law Council of Australia, 110 Electronic Frontiers Australia, 111 the
Queensland Council for Civil Liberties, 112 the Commonwealth Ombudsman, 113
the Australian Privacy Foundation, 114 and the Cyberspace Law and Policy
Centre 115 have all raised privacy and transparency concerns.
It will also be more costly. 116 This is no paltry concern. Of Google’s US$37.9
billion revenue in 2011, 96% was from advertising. 117 Google’s business model
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is built on collecting information, using it to profile internet users and targeting
ads specifically tailored to the profile. 118 Through social media, web habits and a
computer’s IP address, a user’s physical location, behaviour and personal
information can be compiled.
The security of this data is incredibly important. Although safeguards are
provided in the Cybercrime Amendment Act, they are merely a deterrent. There is
no remedy against improper use of data. Digital data by its nature is infinitely
reproducible, and once it is leaked it can never be returned, 119 as demonstrated by
the theft and publication of thousands of AAPT customer records. 120 As Malcolm
Turnbull has vividly portrayed, ‘[w]hatever privacy policies the Dutch
Government may have had to protect against misuse of their database, the Nazi
occupiers would have paid them no heed’. 121 This is exemplified by the existence
of whistleblowing website Wikileaks, publishing leaked government information.
Of particular Australian concern is the leak of the Australian Communications and
Media Authority’s secret internet censorship blacklist. 122
There has already been a leak of secret government information: there is no
guarantee that it cannot happen again. Indeed, the United States National Security
Agency (NSA) has had former-contractor-turned-whistle-blower Edward
Snowden leak documents which reveal the extent to which the NSA conducts
surveillance on United States internet traffic and its effect on foreign traffic. 123
The best prevention against data disclosure is proactively reducing one’s ‘digital
footprint’ from the outset, and this ironically thwarts the data retention scheme.
Meta data and other communications can be concealed, such as by using ‘proxy’
servers to obscure location data or using Tor, 124 a network of virtual tunnels to
protect users’ anonymity. This hinders both the gathering of confidential stored
communications and general activity by entities such as Facebook or Google.
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Australia is already running online safety education campaigns 125 and already has
agencies dedicated to responding to cybercrime. 126 Australia’s response to
cybercrime can be legally improved in two key areas. The areas are mutual
assistance and computer fraud. Although Australia is now party to the
Cybercrime Convention, these areas can be improved by implementing legislation
to better incorporate the Convention’s aims.
In relation to mutual assistance, Australia is lacking a formal 24/7 network to
facilitate international cooperation and is not forthcoming with volunteering
information. Information disclosure must be authorised by an authorised officer
of the Australian Federal Police or the Australian Attorney-General. As such, no
information can be volunteered. Other countries must request information first.
Given the importance of international cooperation - profoundly demonstrated
during the Estonian cyberwar 127 - the lessons of the past should be heeded to
facilitate efficient cooperation.
Secondly, Australia would be best served by enacting legislation specifically
targeted at computer related fraud. As Australia has acceded to the Convention on
Cybercrime, the Commonwealth has the power to deal with cybercrime under the
external affairs power of the Constitution. Commonwealth legislation would be
best placed to harmonise national law, and as a consequence, international
cooperation would be made simpler.
To fully address computer related fraud under the Convention, Australia need
only look in its own backyard - s 257B(c) of the Criminal Code in Tasmania.128
As this applies to anyone intending to defraud who otherwise uses a computer,
similar Commonwealth law would be able to effectively criminalise defrauding
people online without having to require access, modification or impairment to
data. Given the high economic and social costs associated with online fraud and
phishing, Australia will benefit from having a targeted approach to these offences.
Data retention is one final issue that is a current hot topic. Australia currently has
a ‘quick-freeze’ system in relation to meta data. This compares to the European
Directive that imposes a mandatory system of retention of content data and
retention of data for a period of time between six and 24 months. Although the
Australian approach is less invasive, the privacy concerns are still phenomenal.
This is because of how easily information from governments has been leaked and
because, if data is leaked, there is potential for millions of Australians’ personal
information to be released worldwide and never able to be retrieved. The
poignancy of this realisation only intensifies the need for the Australian AttorneyGeneral’s consultation to develop a stronger data retention plan. Yet, there has
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been 90 percent censorship of the plan in response to a freedom of information
request. 129
The world, especially Australia, is becoming increasingly interconnected through
technology in every facet of our lives. As such, Australia must effectively address
all legal avenues to combat cybercrime before the waves engulf Australian
individuals, business and government.
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